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Abstract

The role of the seed rain in affecting recruitment, regeneration, and plant community dynamics continues to be debated. Studies show that seed limitation for recruitment is more likely as ecosystems become colder and more species-poor, as in boreal forests, and for species that have large seeds and short-lived seed banks. Even if there is a limiting effect of the seed rain for recruitment, however, clumping seen for mature trees and other evidence suggests that its effect diminishes with time. I posit that the dynamics of plant communities are largely determined where the seed rain is abundant and not limiting—in local spaces close to dispersing plants. Putting all the evidence together, I conclude that it is what happens to seeds after dispersal—such as loss to predation and pathogenic attack, or germination success resulting from environmental tolerances—that has a greater effect on recruitment, regeneration and plant community dynamics. And thus the variation in the workings of seed fate mechanisms and environmental tolerances, deserve more research attention. The importance of the seed rain in affecting recruitment of individual plants, regeneration of individual plants, and plant community dynamics has been over-emphasized in plant modeling and theory.

Introduction

It is easy to believe that whatever limits recruitment in a plant community will have a major impact on its regeneration and dynamics, and researchers have dichotomized recruitment as either seed-limited or microsite-limited (Eriksson & Ehrlen 1992). Populations are seed-limited when the rate of seed supply is low relative to the availability of suitable microsites or are microsite-limited when the rate of seed supply is sufficient to ensure that all suitable microsites are occupied but a combination of other seed fate mechanisms and environmental tolerances constrain recruitment (Poulsen et al. 2007). It has been suggested, however, that seed limitation and microsite limitation are endpoints on a continuum, and that real plant communities lie at different points along that continuum (Poulsen et al. 2007).

While several studies have presented evidence for seed limitation (e.g., Kollmann and Pirl 1995, Laman 1996, Turnbull et al. 2000, Wijdeven and Kuzee 2000, Herrera and Laterra 2009, Du et al. 2011, Bustamante-Sanchez and Armesto 2012, Salazar et al. 2012), other studies have suggested that the role of seed limitation, as a process influencing plant communities, may be uncertain (Svenning and Wright 2005) and even unimportant (Webb and Peart 2001). Indeed, natural levels of seed rain may be unreported or even unknown (Myers and Harms 2009), and seed dispersal studies may have been too short and dispersal itself too hard to follow (Wang and Smith 2002, Ehrlen et al. 2006). Further,
studies that claim seed limitation may not have examined it at scales commensurate with adult tree sizes (Kobe and Vriesendorp 2009) and that, even if it exists, seed limitation may be found predominately in cold, species-poor ecosystems (e.g., boreal forests: Pinno et al. 2013, Viglas et al. 2013) or for select species that have large seeds and short-lived seed banks (Clark et al. 2007).

A common approach of researchers claiming seed limitation has been to seek correlations between the number of seeds for a species found in seed traps and the seedling distribution patterns of the same species near the seed trap (Dalling et al. 2002). And indeed, a lognormal pattern from the dispersing “maternal” plant is a good fit for both seed dispersal and seedling dispersion patterns (Myster and Pickett 1992, Martin and Canham 2010). Such correlation analysis, however, is indirect evidence of seed limitation at best unless we know the availability of suitable microsites for germination and seedling establishment, and the strength of other seed and seedling fate mechanisms and environmental tolerances within those microsites. Another approach has been to add seeds to plots and then, after some time, compare seedling densities in those plots to seedling densities in control plots (Aicher et al. 2011). Such experiments, however, say little about the absolute degree of seed limitation or the relative importance of seed supply compared with other factors in natural communities (Nathan and Muller-Landau 2000, Clark et al. 2007).

A common problem in many of these past studies is that they do not show clearly when, where and under what conditions seed limitation may occur; neither do they distinguish between recruitment, regeneration, and plant community dynamics. This is crucial if we are to understand how these separate aspects of plant life interact and influence each other, and how they create the plant population and community patterns that plant researchers study.

How to proceed

Two patterns are almost ubiquitous in plant communities: First, mature plants of the same species are not spatially arranged randomly nor (very rarely) uniformly, but instead clump at local spatial scales (Myster and Pickett 1992, Valencia et al. 2004, Myster and Malahy 2012). This indicates that regeneration occurs locally, not far from the maternal plant, and that any local seed limitation for recruitment diminishes over time (Muller-Laudau et al. 2002). Likewise, studies for trees show density-dependent seed/seedling mortality (the Janzen-Connell hypothesis; Janzen 1970) to be rare (Wright 1999, Wright 2002) and tree mortality to be largely random after trees are 1 cm diameter at breast height (Wills & Condit 1999). The importance of local spaces in plant community dynamics is also seen in the “creep” found at ecotones as species move back and forth close to the boundary (and the maternal trees) between two plant communities (Myster 2012a). And second, seed rain density decreases sharply as you move away from the maternal plant; that is to say, seed dispersal is highly localized (Clark 1998, Martin and Canham 2010), with some variation due to factors such as mast years and low production years (Norghauer and Newbery 2015).

These two patterns strongly suggest that the seed rain rarely limits regeneration in plant communities and thus has a relatively small effect on plant community dynamics. Now while it is (trivially) possible to find a spatial scale large enough where seeds of any given species do not disperse (Eriksson and Ehrlen 1993, Munzebergova 2004, Munzbergova and Herben 2005), that by itself surely is not evidence of seed limitation. Taken together, these facts suggest that it is in local spaces close to plants where most plant community dynamics is determined (Kobe and Vriesendorp 2009) and, because the seed rain is usually not limiting there, I posit that the importance of its role in affecting plant community dynamics has been over-emphasized in plant population/community modeling and theory.

Much of these local spaces are either part of a plant’s neighborhood space (Turkington and Harper 1979)—the space outside a plant’s physical body where a plant influences, and/or may be influenced by, other plants—or a plant’s phytosystem (Myster 2012b)—its local biomass and necromass taken together. Neighborhood spaces may overlap (Stoll and Weiner 2000, Weiner et al. 2001) and their exact definition and extent continues to be a matter of research and debate (e.g., plant competition experiments have used circles of radius 12.5 cm with the plant in the center: Naem et al. 2000). The close relationship between these two spaces and local spaces in a plant community is critical to the plant-plant replacement process and the plant community dynamics it creates (Myster 2012b). A good field test of these conjectures would include seed rain sampling and seed addition, and seed/seedling/sapling field experiments involving seed/seedling fate mechanisms and tolerances in the same area, at the same time and involving the same species.

What does limit recruitment, regeneration and plant community dynamics?

If the seed rain is not generally limiting recruitment, regeneration or plant community dynamics, then what is? Obviously, we should examine the fate of the seed rain, i.e., what happens to the seeds and seedlings after dispersal (Calvino-Cancela 2007). This includes mechanisms involving seed predation, seed pathogenic attack, secondary seed dispersal, seedling herbivory and seedling pathogenic attack, and environmental tolerances for germination, dormancy/seed longevity (the seed bank) and seedling competition between near neighbors.
(Myster 2003). Consequently, one of my (and others’) research foci for many years has been field studies involving such post-dispersal seed/seedling fate mechanisms and environmental tolerances. They consistently show seed predation determining the fate of the majority of seeds in both temperate and tropical forests, fields and grasslands (Schupp 1988, Myster and Pickett 1993, Notman and Gorchov 2001, Holl 2002, Myster 2003, Vieira and Scariot 2006, Myster 2007, Haught and Myster 2008, Myster 2012a, Myster 2015). These studies have used seeds of common plant species—differing in size, dispersal mechanism, family and longevity—and experimental manipulation within the local spaces of dispersing adults.

It is important to realize that even after suffering such large seed losses, the species in these studies do manage to recruit seedlings, and regenerate into mature plants. This must be due to critical sources of variation in how these mechanisms and environmental tolerances work, such as variation among species, variation among microsites created by tree fall, conversion to agriculture and litter, variation among different seasons, variation among different years and variation at different spatial scales. I suggest that these sources of variation in seed/seedling fate mechanisms—like predation and seed pathogens (e.g., Ohanlon and Kotanen 2004)—and in environmental tolerances—e.g. for germination (e.g., Ahlgren 1970)—are generally much more important than variation in seed rain for determining an individual plant’s recruitment and regeneration success, and in determining the resulting plant community dynamics—and thus should receive greater emphasis in future field studies.

In sum, to answer the components of the title question: (1) Does the seed rain limit recruitment of individual plant species? Studies suggest that it may for a relatively few species in a relatively few plant communities at some non-local spatial scales, but in general what happens after dispersal—in the critical local spaces where the seed rain is abundant and recruitment is occurring (as shown by clumping patterns of mature plants)—has a much greater effect on plant longevity; (2) Does the seed rain limit regeneration of individual plant species? Even for those relatively few species whose recruitment is limited by the seed rain, studies suggest those effects diminish with time (again shown by clumping patterns of mature plants) and so the seed rain has little effect on plant regeneration; and (3) Does the seed rain limit plant community dynamics? The answers to the first two parts of this question taken together strongly suggest that the seed rain has only a minimal effect on plant community dynamics and, consequently, also on the plant-plant replacement process (Myster 2012b, Myster 2017) that creates it.
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